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Criteria 4 Points 3 Points 2 Points 1 Point 0 Point 

Conventions -shows command of 

standard English 

conventions 

-effectively edited 

-few minor errors in 

grammar and usage, but 

the meaning is clear 

-shows command of 

standard English 

conventions 

-a few distracting errors, 

but meaning is clear 

 

-inconsistent command 

of English conventions 

-few patterns of errors 

that may get in the way 

of meaning 

-limited command of 

conventions 

-multiple errors show 

little control over 

language 

-multiple errors get in 

the way of meaning 

-little to no command of 

conventions 

-frequent and varied 

errors 

-frequent and distracting 

errors that get in the 

way of meaning 

Written 

Expression 

 

Voice 

Ideas 

-address the prompt 

-effective and 

comprehensive 

development of topic 

-clear, convincing 

reasoning or description 

-text-based evidence 

-development 

appropriate to task, 

purpose, and audience 

-address the prompt 

-effective development 

of the topic 

-clear reasoning 

-text based evidence or 

description 

-development is largely 

appropriate to purpose, 

task, and audience 

-addresses the prompt 

-some development of 

the topic 

-some reasoning 

-some details 

-some text-based 

evidence 

-development is 

somewhat appropriate to 

the task, purpose, and 

audience  

-addresses the prompt 

-minimal development 

of the topic and claim  

-limited reasoning, 

details, text-based 

evidence 

-development is limited 

to task, purpose, and 

audience 

-response is 

underdeveloped 

-response is 

inappropriate to task, 

purpose, or audience 

Written 

Expression 

 

Organization 

 

Ideas 

-purposeful coherence, 

clarity, and cohesion 

-strong introduction, 

conclusion, and logical 

progression of ideas 

-shows a great deal of 

coherence, clarity, and 

cohesion 

-introduction, 

conclusion, and logical 

progression of ideas 

-some coherence, 

clarity, and/or cohesion 

-introduction, 

conclusion, and 

logically grouped ideas 

-ideas are 

understandable, but not 

obviously logical  

-limited coherence, 

clarity, coherence 

-writer’s progression of 

thoughts is unclear 

-lack of coherence, 

clarity, and coherence 

Written 

Expression 

-establishes and 

maintains an effective 

style 

-follows norms and 

conventions 

-precise language 

(descriptive words, 

sensory details, 

transitional words, 

content vocabulary) 

-establishes and 

maintains an effective 

style 

-follows norms and 

conventions 

-mostly precise 

language (descriptive 

words, sensory details, 

transition words, 

content vocabulary) 

-establishes and 

maintains a mostly 

effective style 

-follows norms and 

conventions 

-some precise language 

(descriptive words, 

sensory details, 

transition words, 

content vocabulary) 

-style is limited in 

effectiveness 

-limited awareness of 

norms and conventions 

-limited language 

(descriptive words, 

sensory details, 

transition words, 

content vocabulary) 

-inappropriate style 

-little to no awareness of 

norms and conventions 

-little to no precise 

language  

 


